Abstract. The purpose of this note is to show how the characterization of an absolutely continuous or singular measure of R. Doss can be used to prove the Helson-Lowdenslager Theorem for measures of analytic type. Our methods were inspired by the work of P. Cohen and H. Davenport on the Ll norm of exponential sums.
Let G be an infinite LCA group with character group T and M(G) the customary convolution algebra of bounded Borel measures on G; let denote the FourierStieltjes transform. We say T is totally ordered if T is discrete and there exists a semigroup P such that (P) n (-B) = {0} and (P) u (-P) = T. A measure ju G M(G) is said to be of analytic type if ß(y) = 0 for all y E T \ P = {y G T: Y<0}.
For ju G M (G) put /t = ¡ia + ¡is where ¡ia is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure on G and ft, is singular with respect to Haar measure. Let Ma(G) and MS(G) denote the space of absolutely continuous and singular measures, respectively. For any K c T, let AK be the set of all trigonometric polynomials on G of the form/?(x) = 2 cYy(-x) such that \\p\\n < 1 and y G K. For ¡i G M(G) we define IHIa-= suP 12 cyß(y)\ and lim H/iH* « inf ||fi||,; peAK k-*00 A here K varies through some presumably interesting family of subsets of T; for example K can run through the compact sets.
The following quantitatively precise result can be found in [4] .
Proposition 1 (R. Doss). For ¡x e M(G) and K compact in T hm 11^^=11^11.
A modicum of complex variables will be needed in the sequel. Lemma 1. Let T(z) = z/(z + 3a) where 0 < a < 1. For M E Z+ put SM = {z G C: -a < Re z < I, -M < Im z < M}. Then given 8 > 0 and M E Z+ there is a polynomial of the form TM(z) = axz+ ■ ■ ■ +anz" (#) such that (i) 17X2) -TM(z)\ < 8 for allz E SM, (ii) Re{ TM(z)} > {1/(1 + 3a)}Re z -8/2 ifO < Re z < 1 and (hi) IT^z)!2 < 1 + 8 for allz E SM.
Proof. Notice that Re[T(z)] > {1/(1 + 3a)}Re z if 0 < Re z < 1 and T maps
SM into the open unit disc. Fix any real number r greater than [1 + M2]/4a. Then the disc {z G C: \z -r\ < 3a + r) contains SM. Using the fact that TÏTJ) = 0, we expand T in a power series about r to obtain a polynomial of the form (#) satisfying (i)-(iii). Here mG is the normalized Haar measure on G.
Proof. Let v G MS(G) and \v\ concentrated on ß; assume ||r|| = 1. Let 0 < e < 1 be given; choose 8 > 0 such that (48 + 82)x/2 < e. Let a > 0, a < 8/6; put For each trigonometric polynomial/;, define E¡-, = {x G ß: Re/»,-(x) < 1 -ß}. An easy calculation based on (1.5) gives |r|(£|) < ß for each /. Put E = Up E¡; then \v\(E) < 8.
As in [2] , we now define the trigonometric polynomial g by g = 2 2 pj>, = « + a-
An easy computation using (1.4) shows that HgH^, < 1 and u > -l/(Q -1); thus -A < u < 1. A direct computation also establishes u(x) > 1 -4ß (re8\£), (1.7)
Write g = g+ + g-where g+ is the analytic projection of g. Put A = (g+) + (g~); observe that A has only positive frequencies. Unfortunately, although || g\\x < 1, we cannot say as much of A. However, we will make much of the fact that A and g have the same real part.
Let h = u + iv; there is an M E Z+ such that -M < v < M and thus by Lemma Re*(x)>l-fi forallxGß\£.
(1.9)
It is a direct consequence of (1.8) and (1.9) that |1 -k\ < e on ß \ E. Thus, (a) and (b) are now established. We now wish to confirm (c). Put k = ux + ivx and F = {x G G: ux > £}. Inasmuch as k has only positive frequencies we see that fG ux(9) d.9 = 0. However, c < m, and fG ux(9) d9 = 0 combine with (1.2) to give mG(F) < e. It follows from (1.3) and \T(h) -k\ < e/4 that \k\ < e on ß \ F. Our proof is complete. Proof. Let ¡x E M(G) be of analytic type; put ¡x = iia + ¡is; we gather from Theorem 1 that there is a sequence <&">" of trigonometric polynomials having only positive frequencies such that kn -» 1 a.e. mod | jllJ, kn -»0 a.e. mod mG and Il M « < 2. Notice that for all y E T ßs(y) -/. O -*"(*)h(-x) ^ + f k"(x)y(-x) dp,.
JG JG Fix y0 < 0; it follows that I/Wyo)I < / |i -K\ ¿fftl + f *"(*)yo(-*) ¿(m -fe)
•'c •'g since ju is of analytic type, kn has only positive frequencies, and y0 < 0, we get ia(yo)i< f 11-^1^1^1+ r i^irfift.1.
•'G JG Well, let « -» oo in the above inequality; then both summands on the right side of the inequality converge to zero by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. Our proof is complete.
It is not hard to see that if T0 c T has finite index in T, we can also require in Theorem 1 that k have frequencies in T0 \ {0}. With this remark in mind we obtain an infinite-dimensional version of a result of S. Bochner [1] .
Corollary
2. For any cardinal number w let T" denote the unrestricted product of u copies ofT. Put Qu = {<x">: xa G Z, xa > Ofor all a) c t". If p E MÇT*) and supp fi c Qu then /t G Af-0(T").
Proof. Suppose ju G MÇT") and supp fi c Qu; fix |0 = <£,> G t" and choose N > |U for all a (N E Z+). Let TJ be the group generated by £0; there are a finite number of fixed indices a,, . . . , a-such that if <>»"> G rj then ^a = 0 for all a G {a,, . . ., a,}. Let T0 be the subgroup of T" such that if <wa> G T0 then w E NZîoii = 1, . . .,/ Well-order the indexing set for T" and put P equal to the positive cone (with respect to the usual lexicographic order) induced by the well-ordering. Since T0 has finite index in T", there is a sequence of trigonometric polynomials <A">" having frequencies in P+ n T0, H^JI«, < 2, such that kn -» 1 a.e. mod | ^| and kn -»0 a.e. mod /Wp,. Thus l/U£o)l < / I? -K\ Ah\ + i kn(xM-X) d(ll-Ma) since supp fi c ß" and Freq A:n c P + n T& we obtain ia«o)I < f ii -*»i ¿ki + £ *»(*)«-*) 4f. Letting n -> oo yields juj(£0) = 0. Our proof is complete. Perhaps Corollary 2 is new; in any event see [3, p. 191] . Theorem 1 can be placed in perspective by a reading of [5, pp. 43-44] .
For discrete groups T, there is available another notion of order: If there exists a nontrivial homomorphism <#>: r -* R, where R is the additive group of reals, we say T is ^»-ordered and put P = <f>-l([0, oo)). Also let PN = <b~x([N, oo)); y is ^-positive (<¡>-negative) if <j>(y) > 0 (<j>(y) < 0). Again, ¡i e M(G) is said to be of analytic type if fi(y) = 0 for all y G T \ P. We point out that the obvious analogue of Theorem 1 is valid with the same proof if the kernel of $ is finite. Repeating the proof of Corollary 1 we obtain the following result: If ker <¡> is finite and n G M(G) is of analytic type so is fis and fis(y) = 0 for all y E ker </>. K. de Leeuw and I. Ghcksberg proved that if T is ^ordered and p G M(G) is of analytic type then p E Ma^(G); see [3] . An easy consequence of the de LeeuwGlicksberg result is: If p G M (G) is of analytic type and T is ^ordered then ps is also of analytic type; see [3, p. 186] . We now show how to obtain these last two results with the methods of this paper. Proof. The proof follows from easy modifications of [4] ; see also [7] . Theorem 2. Let T be ^-ordered. Let v E MsGo(G) and X G MaGo(G), or let v E Ms<j)(G) and X E Ma^(G). Let v be concentrated on ß" and X be concentrated on ßA. Then given e > 0 there is a trigonometric polynomial k having only ^-positive frequencies, E c ß", F c ßx such that (a) PII. < 1 + e; (b) I* -1| < e on ß" \ E and \v\(E) < e; (c) |a-| < e on ßx \ F and \X\(F) < e.
Furthermore, in the case v G MS^(G) and X E Ma<f)(G) we may choose k to have frequencies in PN for any choice of N.
Proof. The proof is to interpret the argument of Theorem 1 in the <>-ordered context.
First, suppose v E MsG (G) and X E MaG (G). We may take X to be nonnegative. X < mG * X. Thus suppose Â vanishes off ker <f> and in addition that ||X|| = 1. In the choice of the trigonometric polynomialspx, . . . ,pQ replace (1.6) by pj>, has frequencies in T \ ker <f> for s < t. mod \r*ej and K ^° ae-mod IMg"J and II^Jloo < 2-Let Yo G {y: <Ky) < 0}.
Then y0kn has only ^positive frequencies and the argument of the preceding paragraph repeats to give tfc^-0 on{Y:<i»(Y) < 0}.
We now have pGga is analytic. Write pG¡fi = pa + pG<¡as where Mg^î 's tne singular part. It remains to see Pc^s is analytic. But pGtfi¡s < mG * | MG"a,.sl ■■ * » * positive singular measure, and therefore by Proposition 1 we may choose for any given finite set F c ro a sequence of trigonometric polynomials <&">J° such that Freq kn c T0 \ F, k" -» 1 a.e. mod | Mg^îI and II^«IL *» 2. Choose a trigonometric polynomial s so that ||j -mJI < e-Let y0 be </>-negative. Determine <&">" by the choice F = y0(Freq s) n T0. Now /W(Yo) = / YoO -K) dp^ + f y0kn dp= / YoO -K) <^W -j Yo K dpa (by the analyticity of p^J.
